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Abstract 
 

One of the major issues in emerging cloud management system needs the efficient service 
level agreement negotiation framework, with an optimal negotiation strategy. Most 
researchers focus mainly on the atomic service negotiation model, with the assistance of the 
Agent Controller in the broker part to reduce the total negotiation time, and communication 
overhead to some extent. This research focuses mainly on composite service negotiation, to 
further minimize both the total negotiation time and communication overhead through the 
pre-request optimization of broker strategy. The main objective of this research work is to 
introduce an Automated Dynamic Service Level Agreement Negotiation Framework 
(ADSLANF), which consists of an Intelligent Third-party Broker for composite service 
negotiation between the consumer and the service provider. A broker consists of an Intelligent 
Third-party Broker Agent, Agent Controller and Additional Agent Controller for managing 
and controlling its negotiation strategy. The Intelligent third-party broker agent manages the 
composite service by assigning its atomic services to multiple Agent Controllers. Using the 
Additional Agent Controllers, the Agent Controllers manage the concurrent negotiation with 
multiple service providers. In this process, the total negotiation time value is reduced partially. 
Further, the negotiation strategy is optimized in two stages, viz., Classified Similarity 
Matching (CSM) approach, and the Truncated Negotiation Group Gale Shapely Stable 
Matching (TNGGSSM) approach, to minimize the communication overhead. 
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1. Introduction 

In the present decade, cloud computing leverages the Information Technology business, with 
the on-demand service provisioning and metering mechanism, through the support of the 
Service Level Agreement (SLA). Here, the SLA is an agreement specifying the set of 
functional and non-functional properties of the service, which is committed between the 
Service Consumer (SC) and the Service Provider (SP) [1] [2]. The current state-of-the-art 
cloud management provides a semi-personalized service access mechanism, with a 
non-negotiable SLA contract [3]. Such a mechanism may not be adoptable in the future, due to 
the increased demand for an elastic security service required by the SC, which needs to be 
personalized through the SLA negotiation approach. In order to meet the future demand, an 
SLA oriented cloud management system (SLAOCMS) was proposed in the previous research 
work, which supports fully customized service provisioning, by using the negotiation 
framework in the service layer of the cloud (present on top of the application layer) [4]. This 
scenario motivates the study of a many-to-many cloud service negotiation framework, for 
supporting the negotiable SLA concept, which can satisfy the customized service provisioning 
mechanism. Moreover, the negotiation framework is considered as one of the major issues in 
future cloud management [5]. 

In addition, the cloud based resource provisioning is dynamically configured, and bundled 
via virtual machines through the negotiation of SLA between the service consumer and service 
provider, using the intermediate third party broker [6]. The cloud agency can act as a broker, 
for maintaining the dynamic provisioning, monitoring and reconfiguration of the cloud 
resources on behalf of the user [7]. Since, the cloud participants (consumer, broker, and 
provider) are independent bodies with different requirements, policies, and objectives, there is 
a need for a negotiation framework among the parties to resolve their differences [8]. In the 
real time e-commerce problem, the broker based negotiation framework using other 
computing paradigms, like the grid and cluster, was restricted to resource constraints due to its 
negotiation complexity [9] [10]. Therefore, to overcome the resource constraint, a negotiation 
framework needs to be presented over the cloud environment, due to its elastic scaling of 
resources. Further, the web service based negotiation framework in the dynamic and complex 
environment can coordinate the services, using horizontal and vertical coordination, and may 
lack in coordination and communication among the negotiation parties [11]. So, an agent 
based mechanism is needed to automate and improve the performance of the negotiation 
frameworks in the cloud management system. The Agents facilitate the effective coordination, 
collaboration, and information exchange among the negotiation parties [12]. 

The objective of the proposed research work is to develop a novel framework for supporting 
composite service negotiation with the intermediate Intelligent Third-party Broker (ITB), with 
the notion of optimal negotiation strategy. This framework considers the cloud based 
e-commerce with multilateral multi-issue negotiation problem [13]. Currently, very few 
research works are available in the area of many-to-many negotiation frameworks, using a 
broker model [14, 15, 16]. First, the Negotiation Framework Architecture (NFA) is proposed 
as a many-to-many model, using the cloud broker which helps to nominate the best SP to the 
available SCs [17]. Since this architecture uses the single broker for the negotiation process, it 
increases the complexity of the broker, for servicing the multiple negotiations among the 
parties. In order to tackle this situation, a Cloud Negotiation Model (CNM) is proposed with 
multiple broker agents for parallelizing the negotiation workload on the broker’s part [18]. 
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Further, the same research work is extended to the more complex and concurrent negotiation 
model in the multiple interrelated e-markets [19]. In the context of the agent, the individual 
broker agent proposed in the above model may not be possible to co-ordinate the concurrent 
negotiation with more number of SPs. Moreover, this co-ordination may lead to a complex 
negotiation strategy in the broker agent, which may result in increasing the Total Negotiation 
Time (TNT) and Communication Overhead (CO) among the negotiating parties. 

In addition, the broker agent in the existing Composite Service Provisioning (CSP) model 
may be compatible for atomic service negotiation, but this may not be applicable for multiple 
composite service negotiation. This situation may lead to a complex problem in composite 
service provisioning, with more number of composite service negotiation requests [20]. So, 
the ITB in the proposed ADSLANF consists of Intelligent Third-party Broker Agents (ITBAs), 
Agent Controllers (ACs) and Additional Agent Controllers (AACs) for composite service 
negotiation among the Service Provider Agents (SPAs) and Service Consumer Agents (SCAs). 
Each ITBA is capable of managing one composite service, by assigning all its atomic services 
present in the composition to multiple ACs, for the negotiation process. The functionality of 
the AC is to manage one atomic service at a time and to co-ordinate its concurrent negotiation 
with multiple SPAs by invoking the AAC. Finally, the AAC does the actual negotiation 
process with the SPA, which is a subset of the AC. Increasing the additional agents (such as 
AC and AAC) for composite and concurrent negotiation is again a big issue, since this 
increases the computational complexity of the ITB negotiation strategy in the multi-agent 
system. Hence, there is a need for a negotiation framework, which should reduce the overhead 
associated with the ITB and perform the negotiation in less time. Therefore, the proposed 
framework needs to optimize the negotiation strategy for reducing the TNT and CO among the 
negotiation parties. 

In this research work, the TNT is optimized through the concurrent negotiation of the ITBA 
using the AAC, and then the CO is optimized using similarity matching, and the Gale Shapely 
Matching approach. Currently, the literature reports standard models like the geometric, 
contrast, and ratio models for similarity matching. The geometric model represents the stimuli 
(similarity objects) as a set of points in the multi dimensional space, where the Euclidean 
distance among any two points determines the degree of psychological similarity. However, it 
does not escape from criticism, like the violation of the metric axiom and the property of lines 
[21]. Due to the severely restricted number of objects, the geometric model is more applicable 
to identify the similarity among the images. An alternative set theory based model like the 
contrast model, overcomes the above criticism by representing the stimuli as a set of features, 
and expresses their similarity as a linear combination of their common and distinctive features 
measure [22]. Next, the ratio model generalizes the contrast model of similarity, including 
other set theoretic models. In addition, it is applicable to the similarity feature set, like letters 
and strings of symbols. Since the composite services are represented as a set of attributes 
(features), an appropriate Taversky’s ratio model is extended to identify similar atomic 
services among the compositions received by the ITB. Instead of negotiating every similar 
service present among the multiple compositions, this approach will cluster all the similar 
services, and negotiate on behalf of the cluster. This similarity matching approach would 
considerably reduce the CO due to the elimination of redundancy in service negotiation. To 
further reduce the CO, an alternative Gale Shapely Stable Matching [23] approach is extended 
with negotiation grouping and truncation operation. This approach can optimize the 
negotiation strategy, from the multiple one-to-many communication to the multiple 
one-to-one, which reduces the CO among the NPs. 

More recently, cloud service brokerage has been analyzed as a key concern, for not only 
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managing the performance and delivery of cloud services, but also for negotiating the 
relationship between the cloud consumer and provider. In the context of the cloud broker 
architecture and programming model, the brokerage solutions such as aggregation, 
customization, and integration of services, were suggested for future cloud development and 
research [24]. The proposed research context of introducing cloud broker based negotiation 
framework, involves the complex interactions among the cloud participants. This research 
focus needs to specify the importance of automation and negotiation strategy optimization, 
which works on top of the existing cloud broker architecture. Here, the automated negotiation 
is incorporated, using an agent based technology, and the optimization of broker negotiation 
strategy can be achieved through the elimination of redundant and multipoint characteristic 
negotiation using the proposed CSM and TNGGSSM approach. 

This research work is organized into six sections. The next section presents the related work 
of the negotiation framework. In section 3, the problem formulation and its measurable 
performance metrics are represented. Section 4 introduces the proposed architecture of 
ADSLANF. The negotiation strategy optimization using the CSM approach is presented in 
section 5. Section 6 deals with the negotiation strategy optimization using the TNGGSSM 
approach.  In section 7, the empirical and experimental evaluation of the proposed ADSLANF 
compared with the existing frameworks is given. The final section deals with the conclusion 
and future scope of this research. 

2. Related Work 
A generic negotiation framework, categorises the taxonomy of the negotiation requirement 
into higher level parameters, such as the negotiation process, context, issues, offer submission, 
and negotiation information processing [25]. A process view of the NegoFAST-Bargaining 
architecture, classified its design details into coordination, policies, negotiation, and 
generation processes [26]. The negotiation process can be further classified into four stages, 
such as Information collection, Search, Negotiation, and Evaluation stage [27]. In general, 
there are several phases involved in the implementation of the SLA negotiation framework 
lifecycle, such as development, discovery & negotiation, provisioning & deployment, 
execution, assessment & corrective actions, and termination & decommission of service [28]. 
The design and implementation of the complete negotiation framework with optimal solution 
is a well known NP-complete problem [29] [30]. For the sake of simplicity and clear 
understanding of the negotiation concepts, this research work concentrates only on the service 
requirement portion of the negotiation phase, and the remaining provisioning and workflow 
management of composite service orchestration are kept for future work. 

The NEGOtiations for achieving and maintaining a Sustainable Enterprise Interoperability 
(NEGOSEIO) framework, defines the structure of the negotiation process or strategy into five 
parts; i.e., Initialization, Choosing tactics, Choosing partners, Negotiation, and Contract 
Adoption [31]. The problem of optimizing the negotiation strategy can be solved in two ways, 
using long-term and pre-request optimization [32]. Here, the long term optimization can be 
applicable during the negotiation part using the reinforcement and distributed learning model. 
A pre-request optimization can be applied during the initialization part of the negotiation 
strategy using the optimization function, under several quality of service parameter constraints. 
Such an optimization problem with respect to several constraints, is known to be NP-hard.  
Therefore, this research work has restricted the focus to pre-request optimization of 
negotiation strategies, with respect to few parameter constraints, like TNT and CO. So that, the 
existing negotiation strategies present in the broker based cloud negotiation frameworks are 
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classified in the context of pre-request optimization, using the utility function (with respect to 
price, negotiation speed and time slot), redundant, and multi-point characteristic function of 
negotiation. Similarly, the cloud negotiation frameworks are classified in the context of 
long-term optimization, using the reward function, learning rate, negotiation state, and 
discount or concession function. 
 

Table 1. Comparison of different frameworks in the service negotiation phase  
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CNM Market driven / 
oriented  

√   √   √     √       

ACT Middle, 
random, and 
heuristic 
selection 

√  √ √        √       

NFA Alternative      √ √    √  √       
LoM2HiS Cost function  √           √      
DSNF Reinforcement 

learning √         √  √       

EBM Evolutionary √      √ √ √   √     √  
CSP Practical 

approach  √      √           √ 

ISN Computational 
or Modeling           √      √   

Proposed 
ADSLANF 

Similarity and 
Gale Shapely  √         √ √ √  √ √    

 
The cloud broker based NFA was proposed for nominating the best service provider, using 

the broker negotiation strategy. In the context of pre-request optimization, an intermediate 
multi-broker based CNM is proposed, to automate the cloud service negotiation using the 
market-driven, bargaining position estimation and time dependent concession strategies. In 
the similar way, an Agent-based Cloud Testbed (ACT) model was designed with the price and 
time-slot utility function for making concurrent proposals during the negotiation process, 
using trade-off, linear, conciliatory, and conservative concession strategies [33]. A novel 
Low-level Metrics to High-level SLA (LoM2HiS) framework is proposed, for managing the 
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cloud application scheduling and provisioning, using the cost based approach [34]. In the 
Distributed SLA Negotiation Framework (DSNF) model, a reinforcement learning approach is 
used to provide optimization solution for the managemnt of the inter-network service provider 
SLA negotiation problem [35]. The above frameworks have the advantage of generating 
multiple concurrent proposals, and the limitation of concurrent negotiation from each 
negotiating agent to all other opponent agents, without delay in the pre-request optimization 
context. 

In the context of long-term optimization, a validation of multi-issue negotiation process is 
carried out in the Evolutionary Bargaining Model (EBM) using the subgame perfect 
equilibrium strategies. Later, it is extended to the competitive cloud market scenario for 
getting a fair payoff (utility value) and bargaining opportunity to the opponents [36]. The CSP 
model is proposed for Quality of Service negotiation between the consumer and the composite 
service provider. Here, the intermediate composite service provider concurrently negotiates 
with multiple providers, for selecting each atomic service with higher utility value. An Agent 
based cloud service composition architecture is proposed, using the broker agent, to provide a 
single virtualized service to the consumer, which involves composing services such as 
persistent virtualized service, and vertical (integrating homogeneous service) and horizontal 
services (integrating heterogeneous service) [37]. In order to provide a long-term benefit to the 
negotiation party, an Inter-carrier SLA Negotiation (ISN) model is proposed, using the 
reinforcement learning strategy for optimizing the number of negotiation rounds [38]. The 
above frameworks in the long-term context, can optimize the negotiation strategy with respect 
to the number of negotiation rounds, which can reduce the TNT and CO to some extent. These 
strategies cannot optimize the redundant and multi-point negotiation characteristic, associated 
with each broker agent. 

The detailed information about all the above negotiation framewroks is classified, with 
respect to the negotiation approach, performance measure attribute, and the optimization 
context as shown in Table 1. In spite of these recent advancements in concession, market 
driven agent, and other negotiation strategies, the existing frameworks can only optimize the 
negotiation strategy to some extent, with less TNT and CO. In the literature, there is a lack in 
optimizing the redundant and multi-point negotiation characteristic associated in the broker 
negotiation strategy, as shown in the framework comparison table. In order to overcome the 
above limitations, an ADSLANF is proposed to formulate the research problem, using the 
CSM and TNGGSSM approaches which can optimize the redundant and multi-point 
characteristic negotiation, and reduce the TNT and CO to much lesser values. The basic 
notations used for the formulation of the proposed negotiation model are given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Basic notations used in the negotiation model   
Notation Description 

XC  
Composite service ),1( nXC ∈  is the combination of multiple atomic 

service kAAA ,...,, 21   

),1( nXSCA ∈  Service Consumer Agent 

),1( nXITBA ∈  Intelligent Third-party Broker Agent 

),1( mZSPA ∈  Service Provider Agent 

),1( kYAC ∈  Agent Controller 
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),1( mZAAC ∈  Additional Agent Controller 

)( XCTNT  Total Negotiation Time during the negotiation of XC  

)( XCCO  Communication Overhead during the negotiation of XC  
Φ  Expected strategy delay time of negotiation party 
λ  Expected communication time between negotiation parties 

)( XITBAΨ  Expected service lookup time of the broker agent 

CBI  Number of interactions occur between the XSCA  and XITBA  

),( YXBP SPAITBAI  
Summation of number of initial Initial

BPI , actual Actual
BPI  and final 

Final
BPI  interactions occur between the XITBA  and YSPA  

totA  Total number of atomic services involved in the negotiation process 

FNA  Number of atomic services optimized for final negotiation 

SGroupA  Number of similar service groups involved in totA  

NSGroupA  Number of non-similar atomic service groups involved in totA  

T
PorCPρ  

Set of negotiable attributes τττ
nXXX ,...,, 21  of the CPPorρρ  with 

threshold limit ),( maxmin ττ  

)( ),1( nXSCAPL ∈  
Preference List in SCA perspective is the set of opponent 

)(),...,(),( 21 mSPAPLSPAPLSPAPL with rank preference 

)( ),1( mZSPAPL ∈  
Preference List in SPA perspective is the set of opponent 

)(),...,(),( 21 nSCAPLSCAPLSCAPL  with rank preference 


•

)(ρt
NP  Total utility function of the CPPorρρ  

 )( iNP X  Utility value of attribute iX  with respect to negotiation party 

)( iXW  Weight of attribute iX  with respect to negotiation party 

),( aa BASim  
Similarity between the attribute },,{ SNPASRASNAa∈  of 
composite service A and B 

aW  Probability weight of the attribute },,{ SNPASRASNAa∈  

)( aa BAf   Similarity function between the objects based on common features 

)( aa BAf −  Similarity function between the objects based on distinctive features 

SGroup  Similar atomic service Group 
NSGroup  Non Similar atomic service Group 
IGroup  Individual atomic service Group 
NG  Negotiation Group 

XCNG  Concurrent Negotiation Group 
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3. Problem Formulation and Measurable Performance Metrics  
In general, a composite service negotiation using the broker strategy involves the 
decomposition and management of complex atomic services. There is a need to optimize the 
negotiation strategy for reducing the TNT and CO among the negotiating parties (SCAs, 
ITBAs and SPAs).  The composite service requests from the },...,,{ 21 nSCASCASCASCAs =  
are represented as },...,,{ 21 nCCCC = , and each composite service is the combination of 
multiple atomic services represented as },...,,{ 21 kX AAAC = where ),1( nX ∈ . These 
services undergo concurrent negotiation with the set of },...,,{ 21 mSPASPASPASPAs =  
through the intermediate },...,,{ 21 nITBAITBAITBAITBAs = , which negotiate the service on 
behalf of the SCAs. Here, the XITBA  negotiates the XC  as a multiple atomic service YA , 
through an Agent Controller YAC , which can perform concurrent negotiations with the 

ZSPA  using the Additional Agent Controller ZAAC , where ),1( kY ∈  and ),1( mZ ∈ . In 
this scenario, the average performance of the negotiation framework can be measured through 
the TNT and CO of the respective XC . Hence, the objective function is to minimize the TNT 
and CO of the XC  negotiations involved in the proposed ADSLANF. Formally, it can be 
defined as shown in equation (1). 
 

)(||)(),1( XXnX CCOCTNTMin ∈                               (1) 
 

In the many-to-many indirect negotiation model, first the TNT function can be minimized 
by changing the operational characteristic of the YAC  from single-point to multi-point. The 
current state-of-the-art makes the YAC  to perform sequential negotiation with all the SPAs, 
through the single-point characteristic, which increases the number of TNTs, as shown in 
equation (2), where Φ , λ  and ψ  represent the expected strategy delay time, expected 
communication time and expected service lookup time respectively. 
 

∑
=

Φ+×+Φ+Ψ×

+×+Φ=
m

Y
YYXXX

XXXX

SPASPAITBAITBAITBAk

ITBASCASCACTNT

1
)}(),(2)()({

),(2)()(

λ

λ
                (2) 

 

Then, ‘k’ denotes the number of atomic services present in XC  managed by the 
respective XITBA . In the existing multi-point characteristic, YAC  concurrently negotiates 
with the SPAs through the single AC for reducing the number of TNTs with the expected 
concurrent delay time )(ACΦ , as shown in equation (3). 
 

)}()(),(2)(
)({),(2)()(

XYYXX

XXXXX

ACSPASPAITBAITBA
ITBAkITBASCASCACTNT

Φ+Φ+×+Φ
+Ψ×+×+Φ=

λ
λ

                  (3) 
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In the proposed approach of the multi-point characteristic, the YAC  negotiates 
concurrently with the SPAs through the ZAAC , which reduces the number of TNTs, as shown 
in equation (4). 
 

)(),(2)(
)(),(2)()(

YYXX

XXXXX

SPASPAITBAITBA
ITBAITBASCASCACTNT

Φ+×+Φ+
Ψ+×+Φ=

λ
λ

                          (4) 

 
Next, the CO function can be minimized through two stages of optimization, using the 

CSM and TNGGSSM algorithms respectively. The CO represents the total number of 
Interactions (I) or communications that occur between the agents of sub-containers, like the 
Service-Consumer, Intelligent-Third-party-Broker and the Service-Provider. 

The value of CO can be computed as the summation of the interaction between the SCA 
and ITBA, and ITBA and SPA, as shown in equation (5), where CBI  denotes the number of 
interactions that occur between the XSCA  and XITBA , and BPI  denotes the number of 
interactions that occur between the XITBA  and YSPA . 
 

),(),()( YXBPXXCBX SPAITBAIITBASCAICCO +=                               (5) 
 

BPI  can be computed based on the negotiation rounds as shown in equation (6), where Initial
BPI , 

Actual
BPI  and Final

BPI  represent the number of interactions that occur during the initial, actual and 
final negotiation rounds respectively. 
 

),(),(),( YX
Final
BPYX

Actual
BPYX

Initial
BPBP SPAITBAISPAITBAISPAITBAII ++=               (6) 

 
The first level of optimization is initiated, before the starting of the negotiation process 

between the XITBA  and YSPA . The second level of optimization is initiated, after the initial 
round )( Initial

BPI  of negotiation between the XITBA  and YSPA . 
In order to model the above scenario, first the number of atomic services involved in the 

negotiation process can be represented as },...,,{ 1211 XYAAAAs = , where ),1( nX ∈  and 
),1( kY ∈ . Then, the total number of atomic services )( totA  involved in the negotiation 

process computes the sum of the atomic services present in each composite service, as shown 
in equation (7), where )(Asn  denotes the number of elements in the set As. 
 

∑∑
= =

==
k

X

k

Y
XYtot AAsnA

1 1
)(                                                        (7) 

 
Consider, ‘P’ as the number of non-similar atomic service groups represented by 

},...,,{ 21 P
XYXYXYNSGroup AAAA = , where AsAP

XY ∈ . Here, the SM Algorithm is used to identify 

the Q number of similar service groups in AS denoted as },...,,{ 21 Q
GroupGroupGroupSGroup AAAA =  
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where each },...,,{ 21),1( R
XYXYXY

Qi
Group AAAA =∈  contains ‘R’ similar atomic services. Then, the set 

of final negotiable services )( FNA  is the combination of all NSGroupA  services, along with one 

service from each  ),1( Qi
GroupA ∈  as shown in equation (8), where ),1( Rj∈  and )( FNAn  denote 

the number of atomic services optimized for the Final Negotiation (FN) by the CSM 
algorithm. 
 

},...,,,{ 21 Q
Group

j
XYGroup

j
XYGroup

j
XYSGroupFN AAAAAAAA ∈∈∈=                               (8) 

 
This is the first stage of optimization initiated before the starting of the trial negotiation round, 
which minimizes the CO function to some extent. To further minimize the CO function, the 
second stage of optimization is initiated after the trial negotiation round, using the TNGGSSM 
algorithm. 

The ITB negotiation strategy reduces the TNT and CO among the negotiation parties using 
concurrent negotiation in the AC, and exploiting the optimization approaches (CSM and 
TNGGSSM) in the negotiation strategy. This can be made possible by automating the 
negotiation process that takes place among the negotiation parties. The automation of the 
SCAs, ITBAs and SPAs in the respective multi-agent system can be simulated, using the Java 
Agent Development (JADE) framework tool [39]. Further, the multi-agent system can be 
integrated with the real private cloud environment, using the Eucalyptus tool [40], for the 
negotiation of real time cloud commerce applications. The negotiation process in the 
automated cloud application follows the Agent Communication Language. 

4. Many-to-Many Composite Service Negotiation Model  
In order to demonstrate the many-to-many composite service negotiation model, a novel 
ADSLANF is proposed for the multi-attribute negotiation process among the SCAs, ITBAs 
and SPAs. This proposed ADSLANF exploits the similarity matching and gale shapely stable 
matching approach for obtaining the optimal broker negotiation strategy, which reduces the 
TNT and CO of the model. The above framework formulation and its methodology are 
explained in the following subsections. 

4.1 Automated Dynamic SLA Negotiation Framework  
An Automated Dynamic SLA Negotiation Framework is proposed, for composite service 
negotiation between many-to-many negotiating parties, and its architecture is shown in Fig. 1. 
This framework includes the negotiation process involved between ‘n’ number of SCs and ‘m’ 
number of SPs through the ITB, using the multi-agent system. To automate the negotiation 
process, agents such as the SCAs, ITBAs and SPAs are used to negotiate on behalf of the SCs, 
ITB and SPs respectively. The SCAs, ITBAs and SPAs are simulated in the sub containers like 
the Service-Consumer, Intelligent-Third-party-Broker, and Service-Provider respectively. 
Initially, all the SPAs will publish their services with the specialized agent called the Directory 
Facilitator (DF), which is a yellow page service available in the JADE platform. Then, the 
SCAs negotiate with the ITBAs, which in turn, look up the appropriate SPAs in the DF, and 
start the negotiation process with the concerned SPAs, through the AAC (controlled by the 
AC). During this time, the negotiation strategy is used by the respective negotiating parties, to 
support the automated negotiation with varying parameters in several rounds of a Proposal 
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)( Pρ  and Counter Proposal )( CPρ . The strategy will exploit certain protocols for making 
negotiation among the parties, and follow a set of rules in its operational behavior for better 
trade-off and concession. This strategy, in turn, requires the time interval of negotiation, and 
the threshold limit of negotiation parameters to take a decision in the operational behavior. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of Automated Dynamic SLA Negotiation Framework  

 
In the proposed ADSLANF, the FIPA-CNP is extended with the feature of the Alternate 

Offer Protocol for realizing the negotiation among the parties. Initially, the SCAs will send the 
proposal request to the ITBAs, which in turn, will negotiate with all the SPAs on behalf of the 
SCAS and forward the uncommitted or committed agreements to the SCAs as a reply. In the 
above process, the actual negotiation will take place through the generation of )( Pρ  and 

)( CPρ , by the negotiation strategy of the ITBAs and SPAs respectively, during the time 
interval ),1( KtT ∈ . This negotiation strategy generates various rounds of Pρ  and CPρ  as shown 

in equation (9), based on the threshold limit ),( maxmin ττ   of the negotiable parameters. 
 

},...,,,,{ 4321 kT
P

T
CP

T
P

T
CP

T
P

T
PorCP ρρρρρρ =                               (9) 

 

Let },...,,{ 21
τττρρ n

T
CP

T
P XXXor tt =  be the set of negotiable attributes of the Pρ  or CPρ , with 

respect to the threshold limit τ . The threshold limits suggested by the SCs and SPs to the 
SCAs and SPAs are represented as ),( maxmin

SCASCA ττ  and ),( maxmin
SPASPA ττ  respectively. 

The novel idea of this research work includes the optimization of the TNT and CO, with 
respect to composite service negotiation among the parties in a specified T. To do this, the 
composite services involved in the negotiation process are represented as },...,,{ 21 nCCCC = , 
and their corresponding Negotiation Rounds (NR) involved in any XC  are classified into 
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initial InitialNR , actual ActualNR  and final FinalNR , where ),1( nX ∈ . First, the TNT function 
can be optimized in XC  through the concurrent negotiation of ‘k’ multiple atomic services, 
using multiple YAC , which in turn, concurrently negotiate with multiple ZSPA  through the 
co-ordination of multiple ZAAC , where ),1( kY ∈  and ),1( mZ ∈ . This will minimize the 
TNT function, using equation (4) as shown in section 2, by optimizing the single-point 
negotiation used in YAC , to the multipoint negotiation characteristic. Next, the CO function 
can be optimized, using the equation (5), as shown in section 2, and by two levels of 
optimization in the negotiation strategy, by using the CSM and TNGGSSM approach.  The 
first level of optimization is applied before the InitialNR , using the CSM algorithm, shown in 
Section 3.2. This will minimize the CO to a considerably less number of interactions by 
avoiding the atomic service redundancy among the composite services available for the 
negotiation process. 

After the InitialNR , a set of PLs is generated for the opponent negotiating parties, from the 
perspective of the SCAs and SPAs, as shown in equations (10) and (11). 
 

)}(),...,(),({)( 21 mX SPAPLSPAPLSPAPLSCAPL =                               (10) 
 

)}(),...,(),({)( 21 nZ SCAPLSCAPLSCAPLSPAPL =                               (11) 
 

The )( ),1( nXSCAPL ∈  contains the list of negotiating parties with a higher rank preference 

to the 1SCA  and lower rank preference to the mSPA , which have the maximum and minimum 
total utility functions respectively. In a similar manner, the )( ),1( mZSPAPL ∈  ranks the 1SCA  

to mSCA . This total utility function of the multi-attribute Pρ  and CPρ  can give the different 
levels on PL (high or low) from the perspective of the Negotiating Party (NP), such as the SCA 
and SPA. During the negotiation process, the NPs will give different preferences over the 
utility value  )( iNP ρ  and weigh the )( iW ρ  of each attribute. The negotiated attributes 

),...,,( 21 nXXX  of one’s Pρ   or CPρ  may give a high utility value to one party and a low 
utility value to another, and vice versa. Sometimes, they may give equal utility value to both 
the parties. Using the above information, the total utility function 

•

)(ρt
NP  of the Pρ   or 

CPρ  is computed by using equation (12). 
 

∑
=•

×=
n

i
iNPi

t
NP XXW

1
)()()(  ρ                               (12) 

 
Here, the total weight of the attribute should be equal to one; i.e., 

]1)(...,)()([ 21 =++ nXWXWXW  and the utility value of the NP should range from zero to 

one; i.e., )1,0()( ∈ iNP X . Here, the utility value ‘1’ denotes full satisfaction and ‘0’ denotes 
dissatisfaction with the NPs. The Second level of optimization can be applied after the 
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InitialNR  or before the ActualNR , using the TNGGSSM algorithm, as shown in Section 4.3. 
This algorithm will optimize the multiple one-to-many negotiation strategy involved in the 
process, to a multiple one-to-one negotiation strategy, based on the PL generated by the SCAs 
and SPAs. Hence, the novel idea of the optimal ITB strategy in the proposed ADSLANF, helps 
in achieving less TNT and communication overhead among the NPs. 

4.2 Classified Similarity Matching Decision Approach  
The CSM approach focuses on the scenario where the broker negotiation strategy is needed to 
be optimized, for the composite service negotiation among the NPs. This optimization will 
overcome the problem of redundancy in composite services negotiation addressed in the above 
subsection. Here, the objective is to avoid the multiple redundant or similar negotiations 
among the NPs, by grouping various similar services into clusters. Here, each cluster is treated 
as a single service negotiation, instead of a multiple similar service negotiation. To do this, a 
Taversky’s ratio model can be used to identify only the similarity between two objects, which 
constitute the whole attribute (feature) of objects. This can be applicable for deterministic 
matching, where there is no need of any preference and classification of the attributes of 
objects. It may not be applicable where the NPs are not aware of the entire negotiation attribute 
in advance, and their Pρ  or CPρ  needs to have some classification and preference over the 
attributes for meeting the expectations of their opponents. In addition, the negotiation attribute 
present among the NPs may have complete (certain), partial (risk) and incomplete (uncertain) 
information. So, the CSM approach is proposed to extend Taversky’s ratio model, with the 
probabilistic approach of similarity matching. In this approach, the set of service attributes can 
be classified as the Service Name Attribute (SNA), Service Requirement Attribute (SRA), and 
Service Negotiable Parameter Attribute (SNPA). In this connection, the similarity among the 
composite services with complete information can be computed by summing the similarity of 
the classified service attributes, with its equal probability weight as shown in equation (13). In 
the case of incomplete and uncertain information, the probability of the classified attribute has 
to be changed based on the preference of the NPs. 
 

),(

),(),(),(
SNPASNPA

SNPA

SRASRA
SRA

SNASNA
SNA
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BASimWBASimWBASim

×

+×+×=
              (13) 

 

The value of 31=== SNPASRASNA WWW , and the similarity ratio of the corresponding 
service attributes can be computed, as shown in equations (14), (15) and (16), which may 
range from 0 to 1. Here the value ‘0’ denotes no (low) similarity, ‘1’ denotes the correct (high) 
similarity, and the remaining values that range between 0 and 1 represent partial similarity. 
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The values of [ 1=θ  and 0== βα ] determine the similarity between the objects based 

on common features, and [ 0=θ  and 1== βα ] determines the similarity between the 
objects based on distinctive features. The similarity decision can be classified into three types, 
such as decisions taken under certainty, uncertainty and risk, based on their respective high, 
low and partial similarity ratios. The above sequence of operations is generalized into the 
CSM approach, as shown in Algorithm 1. 

 
Algorithm 1  Classified Similarity Matching 

Begin 
Initialize ),1( nX ←  and ),1( kY ←  

},...,,{ 21 nCCCC ←  be the set of composite services 

},...,,{ 21 kX AAAC ←  be the set of atomic services in XC  

},...,,{ 1211 XYS AAAA ←  be the set of atomic services in C and ),1(, nXAsCX ∈∀∈  

for all CCX ∈  do 
Iteration 1: 
   Assume 1←i , 1CCi ∈  and },...,,{ 32 nj CCCC ∈  

   Assume {}]1[1 ←←gSGroup  and {}]1[1 ←←hNSGroup  

G1:Assume },...,,{ 21 ki AAAC ←  and },...,,{ 21 kj AAAC ←  

   Assign ),1(},,...,,...,,{ 21 kuXXXXA pru ∈∀←  and iu CA ∈  

   Assign }{ 1XASNA
u ← , },...,{ 2 r

SRA
u XXA ←  and },...,{ 1 pr

SNPA
u XXA +←  

   Assign ),1(},,...,,...,,{ 21 kvXXXXA prv ∈∀←  and jv CA ∈  

   Assign }{ 1XASNA
v ← , },...,{ 2 r

SRA
v XXA ←  and },...,{ 1 pr

SNPA
v XXA +←  

   for ++≤← ukuu ;;1  do 
    for ++−≤← jnjj ;1;1  do 
     for ++≤← vkvv ;;1  do 
      

()()(
)(),( SNASNASNASNASNASNA

SNASNA
SNASNA

BAfBAfBAf
BAfBASim





×+×+×
=

βαθ
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      ),( jviu CACASimSR ∈∈←  

      if 1←SR  then 
       },{][][ vu AAgGroupgGroup ←  
      else 
       }{][ uAhNS ←  

       1+← hh  
      end if 
     end for 
    end for 
    1+← gg  
   end for 
   return ])[][1],[][1( hNShNSGroupgGroupgGroup ←←  
------------- 
Iteration N: 
  Assume 1←i , ni CC ∈  and },...,,{ 131 −∈ nj CCCC  

  Assume {}]1[ ←←gSGroupN  and {}]1[ ←←hSGroupN  
  GOTO G1 
  return ])[][],[][( hNShNSGroupNgGroupgGroupN ←←  
end for 









∈∀∈∀
∈∃∈∃

=
][],...,[1

],[],...,[1
][

gNSGroupNAgNSGroupA
gGroupNAgGroupA

NIGroup
ii

ii  

return (SGroup[N], NSGroup[N], IGroup[n]) 
End Algorithm 

 
The proposed CSM algorithm identifies the various groups of atomic service similarity 

present among the available Cs, and returns the array of Similar atomic service Groups 
])[( NSGroup , Non Similar atomic service Groups ])[( NNSGroup  and Individual atomic 

service Groups ])[( NISGroup . The ][NSGroup  can be generated from each array 
similarity, which contains the list of similarity groups, such as 

]}[],...,2[],1[{][ MGroupXGroupXGroupXxSGroup = . Then, the total similarity group 
available among the Cs can be represented as the combination of all the SGroup  sets as 
shown in equation (17). 
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=
][],...,1[],...,[2

],...,1[2],...,[1],...,1[1
MGroupNGroupNMGroup

GroupMGroupGroup
SGroup                            (17) 

 
Next, the total Individual atomic service group  )(IGroup  is additionally generated by the 

proposed CSM approach, as shown in equation (18). It is the combination of one atomic 
service from each SGroup  set, and all atomic services present in the NSGroup . 
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][],...,[1
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ii

ii                           (18) 

 
This CSM approach is applied before the ITB starts the decision of the actual negotiation 

round. As a result of the similarity matching, the ITBAs start the negotiation of composite 
services by assigning all the dissimilar atomic services to the individual ACs, and the similar 
atomic services of several groups to the corresponding shared AC. So, this approach impacts 
the proposed ADSLANF by avoiding the redundant service negotiation among the composite 
services available in the ITB. 

4.3 Truncated Negotiation Group Gale Shapely Stable Matching approach  
The existing Gale Shapely approach can find the optimal stable matching pairs for an equal 
number of parties, without any redundancy in their PL. So this approach cannot be directly 
applied to the proposed ADSLANF, which consists of an unequal number of NPs, with 
redundancy in the PL of the SCAs and SPAs. To overcome the restriction in the above 
problem, a TNGGSSM approach is proposed to form a Negotiation Group (NG) from the 
IGroup , and to extend the Gale Shapely approach, with the truncation operation for 
optimizing the CO among the NPs as shown in Algorithm 2. First, the NG is generated as the 
set of multiple Concurrent Negotiation Groups (CNG), as shown in equation (19). 
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Here, assume that the size and number of atomic services in each CNG does not exceed the 
size of the NPs, and assume that no two services from the same SCAs form the CNG. Then 
each CNG is assigned to the respective ITBA, which computes the utility value of ρ_P  or 
ρ_CP generated for each atomic service, using equation (12). Next, the Gale Shapely approach 
is extended with the truncation operation, to provide the same number of SPAs for the number 
of atomic services present in the CNG. So, the proposed TNGGSSM approach generates 
separate preference lists of SCAs and SPAs with respect to CNGs, and then truncates its SPAs 
which have less utility values. 
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Algorithm 2  Truncated Negotiation Group Gale Shapely Stable Matching 

Begin 

Initialize 








∈∀∈∀
∈∃∈∃

=
][],...,[1

],[],...,[1
][

gNSGroupNAgNSGroupA
gGroupNAgGroupA

NIGroup
ii

ii  

Generate { }],...,,[],...,,...,,[ 2121
21211

jnn SCA
jn

SCASCA
N

SCA
n

SCASCA AAACNGAAACNGG −

−←  from 

IGroup  

Assume )()( XX SCAnCNGn ≤  and )()( XSCAnGn ≤  

While ( nullGn ≠)( & ),1( nXCNG ∈ negotiation-engaged-pair) do  

   Assume the constrain )()( YX SPA
Y

ITBA
X ACnACn =   

   Assume XITBA
nXAC ),1(∈∀  do not propose NR>1to same YSPA

mYAC ),1(∈  

   Assume YSPA
mYAC ),1(∈∀  do not propose NR>1 to same XITBA

nXAC ),1(∈  

   Initialize all YSPA
mYAC ),1(∈  and XITBA

nXAC ),1(∈  to be free without negotiation-engaged-pair 

   Compute the 
•

∈ )( NPt
NP ACρ   

G1:Generate { }mX SPA
mY

SPA
mY

SPA
mY

ITBA
X ACACACACPL ),1(),1(),1( ,...,,)( 21

∈∈∈=  

   Generate { }nY ITBA
nX

ITBA
nX

ITBA
nX

SPA
Y ACACACACPL ),1(),1(),1( ,...,,)( 21

∈∈∈=  

   if )()( YX SPA
Y

ITBA
X ACnACn =  then 

    While XITBA
XiAC ∈  is free in XITBA

XAC  do 

     Choose the free XITBA
XiAC ∈  

     Check the highest ranked YSPA
YAC  from )( XITBA

XiACPL ∈  where not proposed 

     Let YSPA
YiAC ∈  be the highest ranked YSPA

YAC  

  if YSPA
YiAC ∈  is free then 

   Set ),( YX SPA
Yi

ITBA
Xi ACAC ∈∈  as negotiation-engaged-pair 

   return (negotiation-engaged-pair) 
  else YSPA

YiAC ∈  is engaged to XITBA
XjAC ∈  then 

       Check the PL of XITBA
XjAC ∈   

   if YSPA
YiAC ∈  prefer XITBA

XiAC ∈  over other XITBA
XjAC ∈  in PL then 

            Set SCA
XjAC ∈  to be free 

   else if YSPA
YiAC ∈  prefer XITBA

XjAC ∈  over other XITBA
XiAC ∈  in the PL then 

              Set XITBA
XiAC ∈  to be free 

    Set ),( YX SPA
Yi

ITBA
Xj ACAC ∈∈  negotiation-engaged-pair 

    return (negotiation-engaged-pair) 
   end if 
    end while 
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    else if )()( YX SPA
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X ACnACn >  then 

     while )()( XY ITBA
X
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Y ACnACn ≠  do 

       Truncate any 
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t
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Xi ACMinAC ρ  

     end while 
     GOTO G1 
    else )()( YX SPA

Y
ITBA
X ACnACn <  then 

      while )()( XY ITBA
X

SPA
Y ACnACn ≠  do 

        Truncate any 
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Y SPA
Yj

t
SPAmj

SPA
Yj ACMinAC ρ  

      end while 
      GOTO G1 
     end if 

return (negotiation-engaged-pair) 
    end while 
End Algorithm 

 
After the truncation, all the CNGs have an equal number of NPs with respect to their 

atomic services, and each CNG follows the Gale Shapely stable matching individually. In the 
),1( NXCNG ∈ , each atomic service is assigned to the ACs of ),1( nXITBA ∈  for concurrent 

negotiation with the ACs of ),1( mYSPA ∈  respectively. Then, the XITBA  strategy takes the 
decision to reduce the multi-point negotiation in its ACs (supports through AAC) to a 
single-point, by generating the preference over the ACs of YSPA . This decision, first 
generates the )( XITBA

XACPL  as shown in equation (20), and denotes the rank list of YSPA
YAC , 

which gives a high rank preference to the opponents having high total utility values. 
 

{ }mX SPA
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SPA
mY
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mY

ITBA
X ACACACACPL ),1(),1(),1( ,...,,)( 21

∈∈∈=                              (20) 
 

{ }nY ITBA
nX

ITBA
nX

ITBA
nX

SPA
Y ACACACACPL ),1(),1(),1( ,...,,)( 21

∈∈∈=                              (21) 
 

Next, it generates the )( YSPA
YACPL  in the same way, as shown in equation (21), denoting 

the rank list of the XITBA
XAC , which gives a high rank preference to the opponents having high 

total utility values. Finally, both )( XITBA
XACPL  and )( YSPA

YACPL  undergo the stable 
matching process, to produce the negotiation-engaged-pairs for one-to-one negotiation. 
Similarly, the remaining ),1( NXCNG ∈  undergoes stable matching, and produces the 
negotiation-engaged-pairs for making one-to-one negotiation in all its ACs. Obtaining the 
negotiation-engaged-pairs in all the ),1( NXCNG ∈  present in the ITB, leads to the optimization 
(minimization) of the CO, in the proposed ADSLANF model. 
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5. Empirical and Experimental Evaluation  

5.1 Experimental Setup  
In this research work, an agent based test-bed is created for cloud commerce application using 
the Eucalyptus and JADE tools. The open source Eucalyptus tool provides the real private 
cloud setup, in which virtual machines are created for providing a negotiation environment to 
SC, ITB and SP. Virtual machines containing the operating system images are first bundled 
with the JADE tool, for the notion of integrating the cloud with the automated agent based 
service communication. Second, the apache tomcat web server with an axis environment is 
bundled for cloud service provisioning in the SP. Finally, the web service integration gateway 
add-on is bundled for bidirectional discovery and invocation, between the JADE and cloud 
service. A cloud service provides the interface for cloud resource provisioning, like 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service 
(SaaS). The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is used to publish and discover the 
cloud service from the Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) registry. All 
the SPs will publish their services in the UDDI, using the Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) message. 

Once the JADE tool is started, it will provide default agent services such as Remote 
Management Agent (RMA), Agent Management System (AMS), DF, and JADE gateway 
agent, running under the control of the main container.  The proposed ADSLANF implements 
the NPs as a set of SCAs, ITBAs and SPAs in the respective Service-Consumer, 
Third-party-Broker and Service-Provider sub container of the JADE platform. The ITBA 
contains multiple ACs and AACs for managing the composite service and its concurrent 
negotiation of atomic services with SPAs. The RMA service monitors and controls the 
life-cycle of the remote agent in the platform, and the AMS service has supervisory control 
over the agent platform for accessing the agent. Then, the DF is a yellow page service registry 
used for publishing and discovering the agent services in the platform, using the Agent 
Communication Language (ACL) message. 

The JADE gateway agent monitors the WSDL service modifications that occur in the 
UDDI registry, and transparently update the corresponding service in the DF registry. This 
gateway agent uses the SOAP and ACL messages to communicate with the UDDI and DF 
registries respectively. First, the SPAs publish their service in the UDDI (updated in DF), and 
then, the ITBAs look up the available SPAs from the DF service, and follow the negotiation 
strategy through the AC and AAC. This experimental setup follows the extended FIPA-CNP 
with the feature of the Alternate Offer Protocol, for interacting with the agents in the JADE 
platform. 

5.2 Composite Service Data Set   
In this test-bed, composite service datasets are self generated for cloud commerce application, 
due to lack of benchmark datasets. Moreover, the proposed research focuses on identifying the 
similarity in the composite services; it is not possible to collect the relevant dataset from the 
literature. In cloud commerce applications, services like Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 
Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) are available for negotiation. 
The precise information of the generated datasets is described as SNA, SRA and SNPA, as 
shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Composite Service Dataset for 4×4 negotiation parties   

Composite 
Service 

Atomic 
Service 

SNA SRA SNPA 
CPU 

(GHZ) 
RAM 
(GB) 

Storage 
(GB) 

Price 
(Dollar) 

Time-Slot 
(Duration) 

C1 

A11 IaaS 2 3 100 10-15 10am-11am 
A12 IaaS 3 3 200 15-30 10am-12am 
A13 IaaS 1 1 100 09-11 12am-01pm 
A14 IaaS 3 3 100 20-35 12am-01pm 

C2 

A21 IaaS 3 3 400 30-40 11am-04pm 
A22 IaaS 2 3 100 10-15 10am-11am 
A23 IaaS 1 2 100 15-20 12am-01pm 
A24 IaaS 3 4 200 25-40 10am-01pm 

C3 

A31 IaaS 3 3 200 15-30 10am-12am 
A32 IaaS 3 3 400 30-40 11am-04pm 
A33 IaaS 2 2 200 20-15 12am-01pm 
A34 IaaS 3 8 300 40-50 11am-02pm 

C4 

A41 IaaS 3 3 200 15-30 10am-12am 
A42 IaaS 3 3 400 30-40 11am-04pm 
A43 IaaS 2 3 100 10-15 10am-11am 
A44 IaaS 2 4 500 50-65 12am-04pm 

 
In the 44×  test-bed, the proposed ADSLANF is experimented with four composite 

services; each has a combination of four atomic services. Here, the composite service (such as 
an IaaS request) is used for accessing the infrastructural facility associated with varied time 
and price over the above dataset. This variation in the specification time and price 
disintegrates the composite service into four atomic services, with a specific price at a certain 
time. 

5.3 Experimental Observation and Evaluation    
The above dataset is used by the SCAs for making negotiation requests to the ITB. First, the 
ITB identifies the similarity groups among the services, using the CSM algorithm. This 
algorithm identifies 7 non similar atomic services and 3 similarity groups (each with 3 atomic 
services) such as SGroup1{A11, A22, A43}, SGroup2{A12, A31, A41}, and SGroup3{A21, 
A32, A42}, and 10 individual atomic service groups from the above dataset. Instead of 16 
atomic services stated in the dataset, only 10 individual atomic services were chosen for 
further negotiation, using the CSM approach, which reduces the CO to a considerable extent. 
Next, the TNGGSSM approach takes the input of the above 10 individual atomic services, and 
generates the NG with 4 CNG such as },,,{ 4321

443321111
SCASCASCASCA AAAACNG = , 

},,{ 321
3423122
SCASCASCA AAACNG = , },{ 21

24133
SCASCA AACNG =  and }{ 1

144
SCAACNG =  respectively. 

To initiate further negotiation rounds, the atomic services of 1CNG , 2CNG , 3CNG  and 

4CNG  are assigned to the 1ITBA , 2ITBA , 3ITBA  and 4ITBA  respectively. Each ITBA, 
needs to undergo the Gale Shapely matching, for identifying the negotiation-engaged-pairs for 
one-to-one negotiation. For the sake of simplicity, consider the preference list generated by the 
NPs of 1CNG , as shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Preference List of 1ITBA
XAC  (SCAs behalf) and YSPA

YAC  (SPAs behalf)   
 1

1
SPAAC  2

2
SPAAC  3

3
SPAAC  4

4
SPAAC  

)( 11
1 SCAAC ITBA  1, 1 2, 3 3, 3 4, 2 

)( 22
1 SCAAC ITBA  1, 2 2, 1 4, 2 3, 3 

)( 33
1 SCAAC ITBA  2, 4 3, 2 1, 4 4, 1 

)( 44
1 SCAAC ITBA  2, 3 1, 4 3, 1 4, 4 

 

Here, the preference list of 1
1
ITBAAC  can be generated as 

{ }43211
43211 ,,,)( SPASPASPASPAITBA ACACACACACPL =  which denotes the rank preference of the 

YSPA
YAC . In a similar manner, the preference list of 1

2
ITBAAC , 1

3
ITBAAC  and 1

4
ITBAAC   is 

generated. Next, the preference list of 1
1
SPAAC  can be generated as 

{ }11111
43211 ,,,)( ITBAITBAITBAITBASPA ACACACACACPL = , which denotes the rank preference of 

the 1ITBA
XAC . In the similar way, the preference lists of 2

2
SPAAC ,  3

3
SPAAC and 4

4
SPAAC  are 

generated. After the trial round, the TGSSM algorithm undergoes 6 computational iterations 
and produces 4 optimal negotiation-engaged-pairs such as ),( 41

42
SPAITBA ACAC , 

),( 31
34
SPAITBA ACAC , ),( 11

11
SPAITBA ACAC  and ),( 21

23
SPAITBA ACAC  for further negotiation with 

the pairs. Similarly, the preference lists are generated for 2CNG , 3CNG  and 4CNG  for 
obtaining the optimal negotiation-engaged-pairs among the CNGs present in the respective 
ITBAs. Finally, a sniffer agent is created, as shown in Fig. 2, for visualizing the negotiation 
sequence among the XITBA  and SPAs. 

 
Fig. 2. Visualization of negotiation process using sniffer Agent  
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From the above observation, 7 non similar atomic services and 3 similarity groups (each 
with 3 atomic services) lead to 10 concurrent negotiations of atomic services in the ITBAs. 
Similarly, the experiment is conducted for the 1010×  and 1515×  test-beds, using 10 and 15 
composite service datasets respectively. For the sake of simplicity, the abstract information of 
both the generated datasets is given in descriptive forms. First, the 1010×  test-bed is 
experimented with 10 composite services, each with 4 atomic services. Here, the observation 
of 25 non similar atomic services and 5 similar groups (each with 3 atomic services) leads to 
30 concurrent negotiations of atomic services in the ITBAs. Next, 1515×  test-bed is 
experimented with 15 composite services, each with 4 atomic services. Here, the observation 
of 39 non similar atomic services and 7 similar groups (each with 3 atomic services) leads to 
46 concurrent negotiations of atomic services in the ITBAs. 

The negotiation results of the 44× , 1010×  and 1515×  cloud commerce test-beds are 
quantitatively measured, to identify the distance between the obtained negotiated levels and 
the optimal ones. The optimality achieved by the proposed ADSLANF, with and without the 
optimization approach is quantitatively measured in terms of CO, as shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. Optimality achieved in proposed ADSLANF    
Negotiation Framework CO 

44×  
NPs 

1010×  
NPs 

1515×  
NPs 

ADSLANF without Optimality 4104 25620 57630 
ADSLANF with CSM approach 2568 19220 44190 
ADSLANF with TGSSM approach 1128 3300 5550 
ADSLANF with CSM and TGSSM approach 708 2480 4262 

 

In this connection, the performance graph is generated, as shown in Fig. 3, to quantitatively 
evaluate the distance of optimality achievable by the proposed approach. It is clear from the 

44×  test-bed, that the proposed ADSLANF with both optimizations takes the optimal 
difference from the ADSLANF without optimization, the ADSLANF with the CSM approach, 
and the ADSLANF with the TNGGSSM approach, in the CO distance of 3396, 1860, and 420 
respectively. Next, the 1010×  produces the optimal difference in the CO distance of 23140, 
16740, and 820 respectively. Finally, the 1515×  produces the optimal difference in the CO 
distance of 53368, 39928, and 1288 respectively. 

 
Fig. 3. Optimality achieved in ADSLANF with respect to CO   
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The results of the 44× , 1010×  and 1515×  test-beds for the NFA, CNM and 
ADSLANF are simulated for the 32 negotiation rounds with X=4, Y=4, 5),( =ITBAsSCAsλ , 

5),( =SPAsITBAsλ , 10)( =Φ SCAs , 20)( =Φ ITBAs , 10)( =Φ SPAs , 5)( =Φ ACs  
and 10)( =Ψ ITBAs , and the observations are shown in Table 6. Since, the multiple 
one-to-many negotiation in the ITB gives the same TNT for all the XITBA , it is enough to 
take the single value of X for computation. Similarly, the experiment is simulated for the 

1010×  and 1515×  NPs, and the corresponding observations are shown in Table 7. The 
SCAs and SPAs used in the cloud commerce test-bed generate the negotiation request and 
response, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. 
 

Table 6. In-direct negotiation framework results for 44×  negotiation parties     
Negotiation 
Framework 

Round 
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Existing 
NFA 

Trial 
5 5 10 

- 20 10 10 
25680 8 

128 
Actual - 600 300 300 3840 
Final - 20 10 10 128 

Existing 
CNM 

Trial 
5 5 10 

5 20 10 10 
7060 8 

128 
Actual 150 20 10 10 3840 
Final 5 20 10 10 128 

Proposed 
ADSLANF 

Trial 
5 5 10 

- 20 10 10 
1620 8 

80 
Actual - 20 10 10 600 
Final - 20 10 10 20 

 
Table 7. Results of TNT and CO for 44× , 1010×  and 1515×  negotiating parties     

Negotiation 
Framework 

TNT (Sec) CO  
44×  

NPs 
1010×  

NPs 
1515×  

NPs 
44×  

NPs 
1010×  

NPs 
1515×  

NPs 
Existing NFA  25680 64200 96300 4104 25620 57630 
Existing CNM  7060 7060 7060 4104 25620 57630 
Proposed ADSLANF  1620 1620 1620 708 2480 4262 

 

 
Fig. 4. Negotiation process in SCAs    
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Fig. 5. Negotiation process in SPAs    

5.4 Experimental Discussion     
The performance of the proposed ADSLANF with the existing NFA and CNM, is compared 
for the 44× , 1010×  and 1515×  negotiating parties, with respect to TNT and CO. In Fig. 6, 
the performance of the ADSLANF is better than that of the existing NFA, with respect to TNT, 
due to the multi-point characteristic feature used in the proposed framework.  Next, the 
ADSLANF outperforms the CNM, since the proposed one follows the multi-point 
characteristics using the multiple AAC, whereas the existing one follows the multi-point 
characteristics using the single AC. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of frameworks with respect to TNT     

 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of Frameworks with respect to CO     

 
While comparing the NFA and CNM, the proposed ADSLANF outperforms both the 

existing frameworks with respect to the CO, as shown in Fig. 7. Here, the drastic improvement 
occurs, due to the optimal negotiation strategy obtained, using the CSM and TNGGSSM 
algorithms in the ITB of proposed framework. First, in the 44×  test-bed, the proposed 
ADSLANF improved the performance of the TNT and CO over the existing NFA, in the ratio 
(round off to the nearest integer value) of 1:16 and 1:6, and the CNM in the ratio of 1:4 and 1:6 
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respectively. Next, in the 1010×  test-bed, the proposed ADSLANF improved the 
performance of the TNT and CO over the existing NFA, in the ratio of 1:40 and 1:10, and the 
CNM in the ratio of 1:4 and 1:10 respectively. Finally, in the and 1515×  test-bed, the 
proposed ADSLANF improved the performance of the TNT and CO over the existing NFA, in 
the ratio of 1:59 and 1:14, and the CNM in the ratio of 1:4 and 1:14 respectively. The 
performance ratio obtained for the improvement, represents the decrease in the TNT and CO 
among NPs. 

The major advantages of the proposed ADSLANF are: that it is (1) flexible to integrate 
with the cloud management due to the compatibility in the integration of the web service used 
in Eucalyptus with the agent based service in a JADE environment, 2) adaptable to increase in 
the AAC due to the elastic nature of the cloud, which can either increase or decrease the 
number of agents, without any restriction to resource capacity, and (3) it works well in the 
public cloud environment. Since this research test-bed is made with the private cloud, the 
elasticity (increasing AACs in the trial negotiation round) is restricted to the bounded capacity 
of the private cloud. This is the limitation of the proposed framework in areas like the private 
cloud and grid environment. However, the concept of cloud bursting will overcome the 
limitation in the private cloud, by dynamically connecting to the public cloud for increasing 
the resource capacity. The cloud bursting is possible in this research test-bed, due to the 
compatibility of the Eucalyptus tool with the Amazon EC2 provider. 

5. Conclusion and Future Work  
The novelty of this research is to introduce the optimal ITB negotiation strategy, in the 
proposed ADSLANF negotiation framework of the SLAOCMS. The contribution of this 
research includes the incorporation of the AAC in the ITB, with an optimized negotiation 
strategy using the CSM and TNGGSSM approaches. These optimizations present the 
advantages of the significant difference in the TNT and CO, which is demonstrated and 
validated for the application of the cloud commerce, using the JADE and Eucalyptus test-bed. 
The evaluated result of this simulation is compared with that of the existing NFA and CNM 
frameworks, which shows a significant improvement in the proposed ADSLANF, by reducing 
the TNT and communication overhead among the NPs. In future, researchers can aim to 
address the behavior learning issues, in the dimensions of uncertainty and risk. Researchers 
can improve the negotiation strategy in future, by applying the fuzzy preference relation in the 
negotiable attribute, and using deterministic and stochastic modeling. The trust and risk 
management of the ITB is left for future work, and it remains an open research problem of the 
broker based negotiation model. 
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